Quantitative analysis of RNA solvent accessibility by N-silylation of guanosine.
An important unmet experimental objective is to analyze local RNA structure in a way that is strictly governed by solvent accessibility. Essentially all chemical probes currently used to evaluate RNA (and DNA) structure via formation of stable covalent adducts employ carbon-based electrophiles, which undergo nucleophilic attack from limited spatial orientations and via highly polar transition states. Reaction by these classical electrophiles is therefore gated by both solvent accessibility and additional electrostatic factors. In contrast, silicon electrophiles react via their d-orbitals and consequently can undergo nucleophilic attack from many spatial orientations. In this work, we explore the use of silanes to react indiscriminately with RNA such that the primary factor governing reactivity is solvent accessibility. We show that N,N-(dimethylamino)dimethylchlorosilane (DMAS-Cl) reacts at the guanosine N2 position to yield a near-perfect measure (r >or= 0.82) of solvent accessibility in an RNA with a complex tertiary structure. This silane-based chemistry represents a direct and quantitative approach for probing solvent accessibility at the base pairing face of guanosine in RNA.